NEW CHAPTER
Over this past weekend the Lord showed me a vision of a person straddling a page in a book
and the corner of the page was trying to flip to the next chapter but it couldn’t because this

person had one foot on the old chapter and one foot on the new. There are a dozen scenarios
I’m sure you can gather from this vision, so let the Lord speak to your heart about where you
may be in this scene.

The Lord showed me that the Table of Contents had already been established for each of us.
Jeremiah 29:11 - For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you
and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.

Then He showed me that everyone (not one person was left out of this) – that everyone is

going through a season of “New” in their lives in some way, shape, or form. No one is
excluded!

Ecclesiastes 3:1-18 - There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under the
heavens

Then He showed me that He was the One turning the page but that we tend to think it’s up to
us to turn it or that we can control when the page turns or it’s up to us to decide the next

season of our lives due to our decisions.

Proverbs 19:21 - Many are the plans in a person’s heart, but it is the LORD’s purpose that
prevails.

We can plan and plan and plan some more – but in the end, the Lord has the final say and

what He has for us is so much better, higher, greater, and He has a way of doing things that
bring the end result to a place of understanding all the proceeded it.

Friends – I saw that some of us are wanting to hold on to what we “know” or what we are

comfortable with because we are unsure and we don’t know much about the road we haven’t

traveled yet. If you don’t let go of what you’ve been through, you can’t begin the new chapter!

The new chapter we are going to go through cannot be set into course until we show faith in

moving forward, until we push doubt and unbelief far from us to allow Holy Spirit to operate

and counsel us to move in His timing and in His way.

Philippians 3:12-14 - Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already arrived at my

goal, but I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me. 13 Brothers and

sisters, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what

is behind and straining toward what is ahead, 14 I press on toward the goal to win the prize for
which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus

Father, we thank You that You are constantly showing us how to let go and trust You! You

make it so easy sometimes and we sometimes tend to make it so hard. Lord help our unbelief!

Help us to only take for today what we need for today and trust that You will have fresh

manna enough for tomorrow when tomorrow comes. Lord I pray that You would continue to

show us how to say on course and Holy Spirit – we trust You to lead us and counsel us in the

way we should go and we know that because of Your Word that our latter shall be greater!
Praise You Lord – we jump into this New Chapter with both feet in faith to Your calling us

and we say yes and amen to Your will – to Your table of contents – to Your story for our lives

in Jesus name – Amen.
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